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Abstract
Turning IT -investments into organizational benefits is one of the key research objectives for information systems. There is a significant body of knowledge dealing with research on system development and management approaches. However, by leveraging crowd mechanisms, we believe that from
a service systems perspective, after the rollout (also called shakedown phase) organizations still require active involvement by end-users in order to create IT-impacts and ultimately enhance organizational performance. We follow a design science research approach and suggest integrating usergenerated services into an existing service system. Our artifact will hence consist of design requirements and design principles, which we will validate in our future work through two hermeneutic circles, in which users are given the means to identify existing problems and create their own fitting solutions. The focus of this research-in-progress paper lies on identifying design requirements that address the challenge of motivating users to create and use user-generated services. Our first step of
developing design requirements and preliminary results are based on a brief literature review to identify existing motivational factors and incentives from the software implementation literature, which is
the basis for our design requirement for user-generated services. Our theoretical contribution lies
both in showing the potential of user-generated services for the shake-down phase for techno change
projects and providing a first tentative motivational design requirement for a service system that enables user-generated service in the context of the shakedown phase.
Keywords: user-generated services; service systems engineering; shakedown phase; design science
research
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1 Introduction
Even though the benefits of information technology (IT) projects can be alluring, the experience is all
too often disappointing, since the implementation of new technology often poses serious challenges to
companies. Organizational change projects involving the introduction of a new technology have up to
75 percent chance of failure, a problem that has been around for over a decade (Majchrzak, Meshkati
2001).
In regards to the question how to create business value, there are three main processes that we adapt:
the IT-conversion, the IT-use, and the competitive process (Soh, Markus 1995). Value propositions
reflect the potential of any IT project and one taps into the dormant potential if someone uses the new
system as was originally intended (Chandler, Lusch 2015). Our overarching research objective is
therefore to increase the intended use of software in order to realize the initially defined value proposition, which is focus of the IT-Use process (Markus et al. 2000). We focus on a specific type of IT projects: techno change projects, which are IT-projects that have a high organizational impact and combine both traditional IT-management with change management challenges (Markus, 2004). Here, negative attitudes of people towards change can disrupt the assimilation of new technological resources
into their day-to-day operations, which we describe as the shakedown phase. We identify the shakedown phase as a key challenge that we address from a service system perspective. To clarify, during
this phase, the rollout already occurred and the organization is facing following daunting task: it needs
to start using the new software solution for their daily business. Since the software is new, the organization only has few business-specific documentations, incident reports and experts. The few experts
that do exist most likely acquired their knowledge through early involvement during requirements
elicitation and implementation of early pilots. Neither their number, nor their knowledge and training
are sufficient to support the vast information needs of their broad user base (Markus 2004). Furthermore, without existing support, software implementation is unlikely to fulfill its potential. It is therefore not only a matter of identifying their acceptance, but rather how to make new users quickly learn
to use the software appropriately as initially intended (Soh & Markus 1995). Successful implementation of software into an organizational context is hence heavily reliant on dedicating resources specifically for transferring and integrating knowledge among its actors (Roberts et al. 2003). In addition,
incremental and ongoing improvements need to be made to both culture and technology. An emergence perspective has to be implemented in addition to the planned approach of technological or cultural/change management-driven approaches (Jackson, Philip 2010). To address said challenges, we
believe that active user involvement during the shakedown phase is decisive.
We apply a service systems perspective, because of its inherent focus on finding the right configurations of both IT and non-IT resources (actors) in order to create value in the right context through the
use of services (Lusch et al. 2008; Maglio, Spohrer 2008; Vargo, Lusch 2004; Böhmann et al. 2014b).
Recent research revisits the importance of value propositions and the engagement of service systems
(Chandler & Lusch 2015), especially for the role of corresponding business models (Peters et al.
2015). The right configuration of services with actors (“who”) within a service system fits our approach of engaging and connecting users (“who” and “with whom”) through user generated services
(artifact) during the shakedown phase (“when”) (Chandler & Lusch 2015, p.1).
There has been abundant research that demonstrates the importance of integrating end users. Most focus on the software development phases (Adolph et al. 2012) include agile methods (Highsmith,
Cockburn 2001) and are even holistically value-driven (Mueller, Thoring 2012). All have one underlying assumption in common: involving users earlier and more often. Yet, there has not been much research on designing actual means to increase the success of the shakedown phase through higher user
involvement. Exceptions are some knowledge management tools, such as wikis that solve ad-hoc and
distributed needs of users (Wagner 2004). The transfer of knowledge is an integral part of any shakedown phase. Knowledge management approaches and tools are often used for enterprise systems and
their implementation (Vandaie 2008). However, from a service systems perspective, we propose the
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notion of user-generated services to involve end-users directly in the software implementation process.
We assume that through the wisdom of the crowd in organizations (Ebner et al. 2008; Surowiecki
2006)the potential of users knowing how to solve certain context-specific problems can be leveraged
for the organization. By providing the necessary tools to the users, they can create their own services
and provide them to their peers. This empowers and actively integrates the users into the software implementation process. In our research context, software implementation is unlikely to fulfill its potential without proper user support. Techno change projects often fail to realize the initially promised
benefits, resulting in the benefit capture phase being no more than fiction. Service support is furthermore an important aspect of creating routine, so that the newly implemented service system is not only
accepted but also used as intended (Zmud & Cox 1979). We propose motivational user-generated services (UGS) to address the problem of insufficient training and documentation (Markus 2004).
We follow design science research principles (Hevner et al. 2004). The tools for UGS and the integration method into an existing service system are therefore our resulting design artifacts. However, since
we are researching the means of creating and integrating UGS, we must first understand how to motivate users to create and share services. In other words, to increase the likeliness of a successful usergenerated service support, we must understand the motivational factors that govern the behavior of
users during software implementation. As an initial research step and its main contribution, this paper
examines possible motives and incentives that increase user involvement for software implementation
projects. We conduct a brief literature review to gain a status-quo on existing motivation and incentive
findings currently employed in software implementation literature.
The research goal of this paper is twofold: First, we present our overarching research design following
a design science research (DSR) approach in order to design UGS for software implementation. Second, we want to identify motivational requirements for UGS that enable a more effective shakedown.
As regards the second objective, the existing literature of software implementation has either focused
on its organizational context (Silva & Hirschheim 2013) or on key success factors of implementation
projects (Kim et al. 2005), e.g. how user involvement and trainings influence implementation success.
However, we did not find any research that actively engages users during the implementation endeavor. This paper identifies motivational factors that are relevant for users to increase the success of the
shakedown phase. In our future work, we will transform motivational factors and bundle them into
activation supporting components, which will be prototyped and integrated into our overall research
design, resulting in following research questions:
RQ1: How can we apply DSR for designing user-generated services for software implementation?
RQ2: What are motivational design requirements to increase interaction with user-generated services?

2 Theoretical Foundation
2.1

Service Systems Engineering

Current research already includes numerous approaches for the systematic development of single services (Bullinger, Scheer 2003), with relatively few addressing the context of a service system (Ernst et
al. 2016). However, there are no methods that enable contextual co-creation of value with different
stakeholders or interactions between service bundles (Böhmann et al. 2014). Different opinions of
well-known researchers emerged, demanding that service research should assume a systems perspective (Maglio, Vargo 2009; Alter 2012). Service systems are systems that align service propositions
with co-creation of value through specific configurations of actors and resources (Böhmann et al.
2014; Vargo, Lusch 2004) with actors being people that make use of their knowledge and skills and
with the configuration of other actors and resources co-creating value (Maglio & Spohrer 2008; Alter
2013). Service systems describe these kinds of interactions, which in turn are embedded in valuegenerating processes. To be more precise, these service systems are socio-technical systems that ena-
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ble co-creation of value (Böhmann et al. 2014). As mentioned in the introduction, Chandler and Lusch
(2015) have stressed the importance of the right configuration of actors (with whom), while including
the time component as context. Our research project is set at a certain phase of the lifecycle of a service system, the shakedown phase. We design and observe user-generated services and integrate them
into an existing service system witch techno change characteristics.

2.2

Techno Change

There is much of research on software implementation approaches, either as a technical IT project perspective (Highsmith, Cockburn 2001; Mueller, Thoring 2012) or as an organizational change problem
(Zmud, Cox 1979). Techno change is defined as “technology-driven organizational change” (Markus
2004, p.4). Its focus lies on organizational performance through a socio-technical and thus a service
system (Böhmann et al. 2014). It integrates actors, organizational structures and IT-resources to create
value and focuses on a holistic perspective concerning success factors. The key concepts of techno
change is bridging the gap of only focusing on either the technological or the change management perspective (Markus, 2004). Organizations should therefore create an emergent environment that enables
perpetual and iterative improvements to both the technology and organization (Jackson, Philip 2010).
Techno change distinguishes four main phases, each with its own goals, activities and problems: (1)
chartering, (2) project, (3) shakedown and (4) benefit capture. During (1) the “idea is proposed, approved, and funded” (Markus 2004, p.11), next the actual technology is developed and shipped and in
the shakedown phase, the organization starts using it, preferably reaching optimal performance as fast
as possible. The optimal use and value creation then happens during the benefit capture phase. There
are two main reasons as to why techno change is an appropriate framework while studying usergenerated services: (1) Techno change projects are complex and need a holistic approach to deal with
the challenge of shakedown (IT-use process)(Soh, Markus 1995). (2) We believe that the shakedown
problems, as described by techno change, can be addressed by activating users in the existing organization.
Since techno change projects are inherently complex and aligned with organizational goals, the risk of
failing the project is high. Techno change projects would greatly benefit from user-generated services
during the shakedown phase. By tapping into the knowledge of the organization, they can share the
often hidden experts and hence hidden knowledge with their peers. By sharing knowledge on how to
solve current pain points with fellow users, users participate in finding a solution (Locke 1968) and are
hence more motivated to use the system. This would probably replace a part of existing training units
with more contextual and on-point services. Additionally, the risks of misusing IT in techno change
projects is high, since the individual resistance to change is a known pain point (Markus 2004; Markus
et al. 2000). This resistance oftentimes leads to workarounds, so the originally intended use of the
technology is not achieved. Another takeaway from the techno change stream of research is the importance of the iterative emergence of new improvements and the negative impact on success by topdown disciplinary management styles (Jackson, Philip 2010). Since user-generated services constitute
a bottom-up approach that is based on innovation by end-users, we firmly believe that techno change
is an appropriate approach. Moreover, techno change differs from traditional IT-projects in focusing
on the potential for users (Markus 2004). Therefore, using UGS to support the implementation of service systems, especially during the shakedown phase, seems to be a very promising fit. Our research
focuses on making the first step to achieve that fit.

2.3

Motivation Concepts

To understand how to create an environment in which users willingly and actively create, share, and
use services to solve their problems, we rely on some theoretical findings from psychology. To make
users participate in the project and make use of user-generated services, we have to identify their motives. Motives are individual psychological dispositions (Lakhani, Hippel 2003) that are the result of
socialization processes (Ebner et al. 2008; Lakhani, Hippel 2003). Some events activate these motives,
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which will encourage behavioral change of individuals, resulting in action. One prominent explanatory
model is the motive-incentive-activation-behavior model (MIAB) (Rosenstiel 2003). This model states
that through the right external incentives and/or the individual’s inborn motives (intrinsic), they can
activate and change behavior. This distinction of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is adopted in many
psychological findings such as cognitive evaluation theory (Miller et al. 1988), attribution theory
(Heider et al. 1958; Heider 1982), or the two-factor theory (Vincent et al. 1960). We adapt this distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic factors to identify potential motivational factors and incentives
during our literature review. Our goal is to integrate the concept of activation-supporting components
(Leimeister et al. 2009) as a motivational design requirement and design principle for our overall design science research approach.

3 Overall Design Science Research Approach
In order to increase the success of software implementation during the shakedown phase, we follow
the design science principles according to Hevner et al. (2004). According to Hevner et al. (2004) a
key characteristic of the design science approach is that it “seeks to extend the boundaries of human
and organizational capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts” (Hevner et al., p.75) and
“solving a problem” (Baskerville, Pries-Heje 2010, p. 280).
Figure 1 illustrates our complete design science research approach for our research project adapted
from the general design science research methodology (Vaishnavi, Kuechler 2004) and its interpretation following Meth et al. (2015). During our first research iteration, we start with a literature review,
which we assess afterwards through a lightweight workshop with 4 experts, each having software implementation and change management experience to discuss possibly relevant tentative design requirements, while simultaneously planning several interviews within two organizations that face techno change challenges, addressing a range of stakeholders from management, external consultants and
most importantly, end-users. We focus on software implementation problems and existing motivational and incentive-driven initiatives. The ultimate outcomes are therefore twofold: First, motivational
design requirements are one result. Second, we create design requirements specifically for UGS,
which address the organizational demand for stronger user involvement during shakedown. Based on
these findings, we conceptualize a solution during the suggestion phase and create motivational as
well as UGS-specific design principles. Next, we plan to prototype UGS based on both motivational as
well as context-specific design principles. We realize this by tools and a platform that enables the
creation and consumption of learning services in order to share knowledge for specific problems.
Their description will then be articulated in design features and describe a service system on a more
granular level, similar to the research design of Meth et al. (2015).
We will instantiate the results in form of activation supporting components and pilot a prototype in
two real-world scenarios. We separate the resulting interviews and survey as an extra phase, only then
can we distinguish between a demonstration phase and an evaluation phase as suggested by Peffers et
al. (2008). Iteration II shows discrepancies because we plan to pilot our prototype in two different industries, one being an enterprise system company and the other being an automotive company. We
separate the domain-specific design requirements and design principles from the domain-independent
ones. This helps us gain more knowledge that is generalizable. Ultimately, through constant abstraction cycles, as Meth et al. (2015) have demonstrated, we will create a blueprint for a motivational service design method for service systems that integrate UGS in the context of shakedown. Due to the
nature of UGS, we believe that motivational components are integral and hence constitute them as independent design artifacts. That is the reasoning behind two types of design requirements and design
principles and connects us with our brief literature review on existing motivational factors and incentives as a first step toward creating the motivational design requirements.
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Adapted General Methodology of
Design Science Research

DSR Project – Methods &
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DSR Project - Outcomes
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Design Principles
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Experiment

Evaluation Results

Conclusion

Reflection of Design and Evaluation Results

Design
Motivational Design
Requirements UGS
Requirements

Abstracted and Contextualized
Design and Evaluation Results

Figure 1 Adapted design science research approach from (Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2004; Meth et al. 2015)

4 Review on Motivational Factors and Analysis
4.1

Method

In order to create motivational design requirements, we conduct a brief literature review guided by
Webster & Watson (2002). We start our literature review based on following databanks: ACM Digital
Library, ScienceDirect, EBSCOhost, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, SIAM, and Google Scholar using
the keyword (("change management" OR "software launch" OR "project launch" OR "project implementation") AND ("participation" OR "activation" OR "motivation" OR "incentives")). The total results were 2314 potential articles. Then we select papers based on their title and remove duplicates.
Next, we screen the abstracts and excluded papers that do not seem to address motivational factors or
incentives. As a final step, we read all 157 articles to identify, which of them include motivational elements or incentives, resulting in 26 papers. Through forward and backward search, we also included
studies from the open source and idea community.

4.2

Preliminary Motivational Design Requirements

In order to create motivational design requirements, we base our reasoning on the MIAB Model (von
Rosenstiel 2003). We therefore adhered to two groups of motivational types that are prominent in psychology: intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (von Rosenstiel 2003; Heider 1958) and motives. As table
1 illustrates, we have identified monetary and non-monetary incentives, as well as three prominent
intrinsic motives. This table is an isomorphic catalogue, on which future researchers and developers
may base their selection of activation-supporting components. Our most prominent finding is the importance of recognition among peers. In open innovation (Leimeister et al. 2009; Gourova, Toteva
2011), as well as in open source communities (Lakhani, Wolf 2005; Jeppesen, Frederiksen 2006;
Ghosh et al. 2002), actors crave the recognition of their peers. Therefore, our first design requirement
for the design of a service system that enables user-generated services is as follows: DR1 - A service
system with user-generated services needs to include activation supporting components that enable
recognition capabilities for its actors.
A non-materialistic incentive is characterized by solving personal needs, e.g. when actors face a problem and they have no choice but to solve it in order to continue their work. We therefore argue that
solving problems of individuals occurring during shakedown is aligned to the techno change focus on
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user benefits (Markus 2004). This further strengthens our idea of user-generated services through the
identification of problems and providing solutions for the individuals. We therefore propose following
design requirements: DR2 - A service system with user-generated services has to provide real solutions for real problems that users actually face (during shakedown).
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The most prominent materialistic incentives are cash bonuses. Most literature concludes that financial
incentives play a key role in setting incentives and hence proposes following design requirements:
DR3 - In order to involve users, the service system that enables user-generated services has to address a set of motives through monetary incentives, e.g. monetary bonuses.

motives

nonmaterialistic
incentives

materialistic
incentives

Self Realization and Learning
Recognition
Task-Significance
Community Belonging
Solving real problems
Helping and sharing knowledge
Competition
Goal-Setting
Self-Assessment
Career chances
Equality
Goodies
Salary
cash bonus
profit stakes
social benefits

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

SUM
5
15
4
3
12
3
4
10
7
9
3
2
3
11
3
4

Table 1 - Identified motives and incentives in current software implementation literature

5 Discussion and Future Work
Before discussing our results, we would like to point out several limitations. First is our limited choice
of literature, as we have primarily focused on the software implementation literature and what motivational literature they employ. Second, we acknowledge the large tradition of motivation in IS and have
only focused on the software implementation subset, thus only having a limited view, which includes
the literature on compensation and rewards. This, however, also reflects the still missing appropriate
research on motivation during the chartering phase of software implementation. Third, we did not
delve deeper into the vast body of knowledge of change management, as our initial focus was on individual benefits. All three aspects are part of our future work and our next iteration.
In our initial next step, we plan to pilot a service system that enables user-generated services in two
organizations and that addresses the shakedown challenge of IT use with different variations of DR1DR3. Then, we plan to conduct further in-depth interviews at different intervals as hermeneutic cycles
to adapt our artifact. At the end of our three-year cooperation, we will evaluate the perceived usefulness of the features that address DR1-DR3 based on a yet to be developed survey. Another stream of
research might be the systematic design of these service systems. Existing approaches often lack clearly described phases (Menschner et al. 2011) or are limited to a service – not a service system – perspective (Peters & Leimeister 2013).
Our theoretical contribution lies in demonstrating the fit of techno change and UGS as well as proposing preliminary design requirements for service systems that integrate UGS. From a practitioner’s perspective, IT project stakeholders and consultants should consider DR 1-3 when deciding to employ
UGS for their holistic techno change projects.
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